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You have to put the work to your mind, otherwise it’s a little difficult if you
don’t understand.
1. Generally you should not put the fire on Shiva’s head. But my dhuni is on
his head. Generally he prefers the water on his head, but I put the fire. Do you
know what is the inner mechanism? I put on backside of his head the dhuni is
there. (On the Shiva Lingam in Dwarkamai backside the dhuni it’s there.) Why
to the Shiva vibrations I put on top of his head fire instead of the water?
2. Why Lord Venkateshwara, he keeps Maha Lakshmi on the heart and right
side is the Shiva?
3. Why Lord Venkateshwara wears all Shiva lingams, big necklace on his neck all stones like black Shiva lingams, big mala with gold covered - huge?
4. Why Lord Shiva chooses cobras around his neck?
5. Why Shiva always chooses rudrakshas on his neck?
6. Why Shiva only likes the cobra instead of other snakes?
7. What is meant by the cobra?
8. If the cobra is something special, why they used the cobra to churn the
mountain in the Churning of the ocean story?
9. If cobra is power object, how you can get that from the cobra? Which part is
power object in cobra?
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10. We’re wearing rudrakshas like a Shiva is wearing cobra, because it’s a
power object, isn’t it? But we can’t wear the cobras can we? I think you can. So
what is in the cobra that’s why he chose that? What is in it?
11. Why Himalayas, and graveyard is more a power spot to the Shiva?
12. Why Maha Vishnu and Brahma never ever enter into that place, including
Mother Divine?
13. Why only Shiva loves to stay there? He loves to stay in the graveyard or in
the Mt. Kailash. To the first question it helps. I’m giving little clue here.
14. Why Lord Maha Vishnu worshipped Lord Shiva? But Shiva always did
many stupid things, but Vishnu protected it, but Vishnu worshipped Shiva.
What is the difference? Shiva brings the problem. Then Vishnu solves the
problem. But Vishnu has to surrender to the Shiva, why?
15. Why is significance of the three horizontal lines on Shiva’s forehead?
16. What is significance of 3rd eye?
17. How many 3rd eyes each person is carrying?
18. How to develop the 3rd eye?
19. Have you ever seen anybody’s 3rd eye? If you have, who? What it is?
20. Why Shiva is always in Vairagya?
21. Is Baba Vairagya person or not?
22. How many years Baba stayed in Dwarkamai?
23. How many chillums Baba used?
24. What’s significance of his smoking using fire element?
25. Is Baba a luxury person or simple person?
26. Why he’s asking the money, dakshina from his students?
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27. Why he drinks the soma and eats the non-vegetarian if he’s really an
avatar? What’s inner mechanism?
28. What is meant by the nine coins Baba gave to Lakshmi? What is the name
of the nine coins?
29. What’s Baba’s last message to the planet?
30. Why he needed a master when he’s studying?
31. Why every person needs a master?
32. If it is, who is Swami’s master?
33. What is relationship between Buddha, Jesus, and Baba?
34. Is there any connection to them and Penukonda?
35. Why is this Fort specifically more powerful to the Mother Divine?
36. Krishnadeva Raya King - who he mostly worshipped – his main deity? Is it
Vishnu or Shiva or what?
37. In Hampi, Krishnadeva Ray built a Shiva Temple. In Tirmula, Tirupati he
built a Venkateshwara Temple. To whom he really belongs to? Specifically
need to answer, then explain in very clarity way.
38. Wherever Krishnadeva Raya entered into any fort, in the beginning stage he
put the Hanuman statue there. What’s the significance of putting Hanuman?
39. What’s relationship between Hanuman and Shiva?
40. What is meant by Dwarkamai?
41. What is meant by Dwarka?
42. What is meant by mai?
43. (Swami talked about the Narasimha Temple on top of the mountain here.)
That temple according to the vaastu is one hundred percent good. But it got
destroyed. It had big ponds to the Northeast big ponds. Even one hundred
percent vaastu - why it got destroyed?
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44. Is one hundred percent vasstu always advisable or not? If you really
answer these points, then you’ll come one good understanding. No permission
to discuss with each other. Try to write your own opinion on piece of paper,
then somebody in two days, wake up and reading it. I’ll collect it. If it’s wrong,
just you say it’s wrong. If you say yes you’re right, then I need to see your
capacity how much you really have the little awareness all the links. Baba gave
the nine coins. What’s the message? It means you should know the Baba
history. You should know what is his last message, why he drank the soma,
and ate non-vegetarian? Then pretty good you’ll know on the Baba history.
What need to do, what not to do, we’ll go more depth in it. Ok?
So I’m giving you forty-eight hours time. It takes time to read the Baba history,
and to think more depth on it to write. It’ll go.
End of Talk

